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It is shown how the rigorous justification of resonance widths in Paper I [5 ] can 
be simplified by exploiting Langer’s trick of expanding the independent variable 
rather than the dependent variable 191. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In an earlier paper [5] (henceforth I), two of us analyzed a number of 
basic “resonance” problems coming from ordinary differential equations and 
separable partial differential equations of quantum physics. Typical of the 
problems is the study of the kth eigenvalue, A#), of 

-d2 
x+x2 +Px” 

which has a natural selfadjoint realization on L’(R) when /3 > 0. These 
eigenvalues can be analytically continued to a neighborhood of /3 = 0, cut 
along the negative axis [lo] (indeed to the whole cut plane [8]) and we 
proved in Paper I that as p 1 0 

Im A,(-p + i0) = 2 3k-‘[(k- l)!fi]-y+‘,‘2 
exp(-WCl)(l + 001”)) (1.2) 
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for some a > 0. Putting (1.2) into a suitable Cauchy integral formula yields 
the asymptotics of the coefftcients in the asymptotic series for A,: : 
specifically, 

(1.3) 

in the classical sense and 

a, = (47r--“2(-1)“+‘(5)~+‘9-(n + f)(l + O(K))) (1.4) 

for some y > 0. Equations (1.2) and (1.4) are known as the Bender-Wu 
formulae after the work of C. Bender and T. T. Wu [2] who first established 
them on a nonrigorous basis. 

The difftculty in deriving formulae like (1.2) is that Im Ak is exponentially 
small, while many quantities like Re A, have divergent power series with 
coefficients at all orders. Thus a delicate balancing is required to prevent the 
unavoidable Ok”) approximations from overwhelming the exponential terms 
which one wants to find. 

The strategy of Paper I has two parts, the second being particularly 
difftcult to implement. Our goal in this paper is to sketch an alternative way 
of implementing the same strategy but with different and considerably 
simpler tactics. We will illustrate this in the study of problem (1. I); a related 
argument would apply to the other problems treated in Paper I, notably the 
hydrogen Stark problem. Some remarks on this case can be found in [4]. 

The first step of the strategy was to derive an equation for the imaginary 
part of the resonance in terms of the eigenfunction and its derivatives at a 
variable point, x, which is carefully chosen in the second part of the proof. 
Here we shall simplify with respect to Paper I, by using a form which does 
not involve the differentiation of wave functions with respect to a parameter. 

The second step in the strategy of Paper I was to develop asymptotics of 
the eigenfunctions exploiting variation of parameters. Explicitly. we 
expanded solutions of 

- v”(X) + V(x) v(x) = Aw(x) 

in terms of solutions of 

(1.5) 

writing v(x) = we(x) + 61&x), and analyzed 6~ as a perturbation. 
Because of the long-range nature of various potentials and corrections, it 

was necessary to divide the region of analysis into five subregions (!) and to 
choose distinct V, (and wo) in each region matching at the borders of 
adjacent regions. 
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Fortunately, it has been discovered by N. Corngold [3] in an analysis of a 
Fokker-Planck equation which led to an ODE close to (1.1) with 
/I = -p < 0, that a single functional form sufficed if one used Langer’s idea 
[9] of relating (1.5) and (1.6) by trying v(x) = c(x) v,,(x + 6x) instead of 
w = w,, + 6~ and solving perturbatively for 6x. 

The v/,, we will use (following (31) are parabolic cylinder functions. They 
are not those associated to the unperturbed equation -I&’ + x2w0 = ~I,Y~, but 
rather the “upside-down” oscillator 

(1.7) 

obtained by trying to map the polynomial x2 -,ux” -A conformally onto 
(I - c2/4 in a certain region of the complex plane [6]. The relationship 
between x and r on real axis is shown in Fig. 1. Upon reflection it is not 
surprising that (1.7) enters. Matching at x = 0 is not very hard; the critical 
issue is to treat the entire tunnelling region properly and this is accomplished 
by (1.7). 

We do not use Langer’s approach strictly. As we will see, this would lead 
to a complicated nonlinear second-order equation and it would not be so 
easy to estimate errors in approximate solutions to it. Rather, we make an 
approximate change of variable x + < and write the resulting eigenfunction 
equation for v(x) as an equation for g(l) = (x~))“‘~I&(~)) which we 
estimate by variation of parameters thinking of g as g, + 6g,. The point is 
that by using this modified approach we get the best of both worlds: We 
have the ease of estimates of the variation of parameters while the use of 
Langer’s idea avoids the need for more than one set of estimates. 

We should emphasize that when we finally get down to estimates in 
Section 4, we will not put in all the details of a complete mathematical proof; 
indeed we have not felt it necessary to check several obvious details. What is 
lacking is an analysis that the mapping < takes the relevant x-space contour 
into a region where the asymptotic formulae we use for parabolic cylinder 
functions are valid. This could be rectified in part by a straightforward 
analysis of the map x + <; the other part is made more difficult by the fact 
that the standard tables do not always list the full region of validity of 
formulae in the complex plane and one has to go back to original papers on 
these asymptotics. Our guiding philosophy has been that since a proof with 
all i’s dotted and t’s crossed exists in Paper I, there is a point to describing 
alternative tactics with the calculation of leading order complete but with the 
estimates of higher orders only sketched with some details left to the diligent 
reader (an author’s favorite person!). 

In Section 2, we derive the necessary formula for Im /i; in Section 3, we 
discuss the necessary comparison functions for the variation of parameters 
which we sketch in Section 4. 
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2. THE ANHARMONIC OSCILLATOR:FORMULA FOR IMI 

The analytic continuation of eigenvlues of ( 1.1) to the region ] Arg b] < x 
produces eigenvalues associated with eigenfunctions which are L* along the 
real axis [lo]. There is not an L* solution along the axis for p = -P + i0, 
rather, as realized already by Bender and Wu [2] (see also [lo]), there is an 
eigenfunction decaying in a suitable region of the lower half complex x 
plane. Explicitly, there is a function I&,,u) solving 

(2.1) 

which 

(a) obeys either v’(O) = 0 (if k is odd) or ~(0) = 0 (if k is even), 

(b) is subdominant (exponentially decaying) as lx]-+ co in the sector 
0 > arg x > -7c/3 of the complex x plane. 

The existence and uniqueness of such solutions is a standard part of ODE 
theory; see Hille [6], Hsieh and Sibuya [7] or the appendix of Dicke in [ 10). 

Given a point x,-, on the positive real axis, suppose we normalize v by 

(-1’ / ty(x)J* dx = 1. 
'0 

P-2) 

Then multiplying (2.1) by I,? and integrating, we find 

wdx 

So, since the boundary term at 0 vanishes, an integration by parts yields 

Im /1 = Im(w(xJ @(x0)) (2.3) 

if v/ is normalized by (2.2). x0 is an arbitrary point. Since we know we have 
a tunnelling problem, we will choose it to be the larger turning point 
(solution of x2 -,ux* - Re ji = 0) and will find that with the normalization 
(2.2), w and I@ can be estimated well enough to get out the exponential form 
of v(xo>. 
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3. THE COMPARISON FUNCTIONS 

The transformation .Y + l(x) with inverse c + s(r) will take a solution U/(X) 
into a solution of (1.7) 

g(r) = (h.p’Y(-~w 
if and only if 

We will approximate this by dropping the last term (Schwarzian derivative) 
and replacing A by Re A. We will then discover that g, instead of solving 
(1.7), will solve a modified equation close to (1.7). We will solve this 
modified equations by using variation of parameters based on the solutions 
of (1.7). Explicitly, we will define r(x) by requiring 

(a - <‘/4)“* d(= (x2 -pus4 - Re A)‘!’ &. (3.1) 

We want to choose a so that we can consistently pick branches of square 
roots with r(x) real for all real x in (0, co). Thus a must be chosen so that 

where t*(u) are the two solutions of .x2 - ,UX + Re A = 0, i.e., 

t*(p)= ((2/$‘[1 f &ZjQGZj]}“? 

Then for t-b) < x < t+(p) we defined r(x) by 

for 0 <x < t-(p), we define r(x) by 

and for t+(u) <x < co, 

(3.2) 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

(3.3c) 

In terms of standard elliptic functions E and K, one can rewrite (3.2) as 

a = (37rp’,c”2t+~)(E(q) - 2,uc@)*K(q)}, 
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where 

9~ \/ 2d(1-4pReA) = 1 ++ReA+O@?). 
1 +\/(l-4pReA) 

By either using the asymptotics of elliptic integrals, or more simply by 
directly analysing (3.2) one finds that 

(3.4) 

By construction r(x) is strictly monotone on [0, a) and so there exists an 
inverse function x(r). Define 

SC<) = C-y& “2w(x(m. (3.5) 

Then w satisfies (2.1) if and only if 

-$ g(t) = la - it2 + WI g(t), 

where 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

The above considerations set up a correspondence between solutions on 
the real axis of (3.6) and solutions of (2.1). To complete the relation to 
resonance problems we must turn to consideration in the complex plane, 
extending (3.3~) to complex x. It is not hard to see that if 1x1+ co with 
argx-, 0, then l~$l-+ co with arg< + $0. Thus the region of decay of w (i.e., 
arg x E (7r/3,0)) goes into arg l E (- 7c/2,0). We want to first discuss the 
existence of subdominant solutions in this sector and then establish the 
identity of the two subdominant solutions. Relevant to the analysis of (3.6) 
are the asymptotics in the region arg r E (- z/2,0), lrl 3 v’%: 

so V= O(<-‘) + O(rmm2’3) when ,U is fixed, and it is standard ODE theory to 
obtain unique subdominant solutions of (3.6) in the region -7c/2 < arg I$ < 0 
161. 
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To finish the identification of the two solutions. it suffices to show that a 
single contour in the .Y plane goes to intinity in the sector --7c/3 + c q 
arg(x - f+(u)) < --E maps into the sector -TC/~ + E’ < arg(< - 2~;;) < --t.’ 
because of the uniqueness of subdominant solutions. This follows by letting 
the .Y contour begin at a point on the real axis .K~ $ t +(,u) and moving 
directly down to arg x = -n/4 (say) and going then directly along the line 
arg x = --71/4. If s,, is large, it is easy to see the r image is suitable. 

We summarize with: 

PROPOSITION 3.1. Zf g(r) satisfies (3.6) with g(<(O)) = 0 (resp. 

g’(w9) = 0) and lim 1~1-~,limarg6~(-~;?,0) g(8=“~ then w(x) = 
(L(x)) - “2gwN is well-defined on the real axis, satisfies (2. l), ~(0) = 0 
(resp. w’(0) = O), and its analytic continuation satisfies 
lim Ixl-m,limargx~(-rri3.0) VCx) = O’ 

As for the boundary conditions at r(O), we need only note that r(x), x,(r), 
r,(x) are all nonvanishing at ((0) or x = 0. 

4. THE ESTIMATES: A SKETCH 

In this section we want to sketch two things. First, we want to show that if 
g(c) is the subdominant solution of (3.6), obeying the b.c. at the origin and 
the transform of (2.2), then, uniformly on -2& < c < 2&, 

g(t) = NE*(a, t)(l + OCU”)), (4. la) 

g’(t) = N$E*(a, t)(l + W”)). (4.lb) 

where N is a normalization factor (to be evaluated below), 01 > 0 and E * is a 
parabolic cylinder function as defined on p. 693 of Abramowitz and 
Stegun [ 1 ] (which we henceforth call A-S). Second, we will show how to use 
(4.1) to derive the Bender-Wu formula. In our analysis, we exploit formulae 
of A-S which are claimed there only for real <; the complete asymptotics in 
the complex plane for the equivalent Whittaker functions have been worked 
out by Taylor [ 111. Actually, Taylor uses Langer’s method to reduce Whit- 
taker functions to Airy functions. It might seem more logical for us to 
directly transform (2.1) to Airy’s equation, but we regard it to some extent 
as an historical accident that Airy function asymptotics were worked out 
first, and find the reduction to parabolic cylinder functions more natural 
since there are two turning points. 

We first show how (4.1) implies the Bender-Wu formula (1.2). By 
Picard’s method, one easily sees that on any finite interval, v(x) goes 
uniformly to a harmonic oscillator wave function a priori up to a constant. 
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Since, by A-S 19.17, 6-7, 19.20, 3-4, 10.4.9 and 10.4.59, g(r) decays 
through the barrier from -2fi to 26, we have that v(x)- gk(x) = 
71 -“42--(k-Z)‘2(~~!)-‘Hk_,(~~) emXz” and I@ -+ 4; uniformly on 
compact intervals when I// is normalized by (2.2). The constant N is then 
determined by matching #,Jx) and E*(a, r(x)) at any point 0 < x Q ,K”* 
(say). Using the above A-S formulae, one finds that 

(4.2) 

To compute Im/1, we calculate 

Im 
[ 
w(xJ -$ tJ(x,) = Im x:/’ g(r) s-$x;, g(r) 1 [ II I=l(.cJ) 

= Im g(t) f N) 
(since 1 gl’(x; “’ dxf”/&) is real) 

= (2i)-‘W(NE*(a, 0, NE(a, <)) = NZ 

by A-S (19.18.2); here ZF is a Wronskian. Thus, using (3.4) and (4.2) we 
find that (1.2) holds. 

That leaves the verification of (4.1). This we do following the analysis in 
Paper I. Let q-(c) denote the continuation of NE*(a, r) into the lower right 
quadrant and let q+ = N-‘E*(a, c). (Henceforth we suppress explicit depen- 
dence upon p.) As in Paper I, if b, (0 are defined by 

then 

g(t) = b+(t) v+(t) + b-(l) v-(t), 

g’(C) = b+(t) v:(t) + b-G7 rlF(<), 

where 

-ql 

V-V+ 1 
(4.3) 

with V given in (3.6b). Thus, if we_ define -M, on pairs of functionf(C) = (;I) 
by W,f)(t) = J’;*iarg c- -n.;4 (say, A(c)f(c) &, formally b, are given 

(4.4) 
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Estimating absolutely the terms in this sum. we will prove that 

b, = Ol,d’~~,h~+). 

bm = 1 + O@“) 
(4.5) 

for some u > 0, uniformly in <E [O, 2~5) U C, where C is a contour in the 
sector --E > arg r > - 7r/2 + E connecting x,, to co, (4.5) immediately yields 
(4.1). 

In analogy with Taylor [ 111, we write q- in terms of Airy functions: 

q-(r) = fi u”‘(Bi(u) - i Ai( (-& 1) -’ ‘, 

where u is the function 
4!2vi,ll 2,3 

44 = 3a ( 
( 

(s2 - 1)li2 ds 

-1 

=I 

3a -- 
2 

arccosh (&) +T(f--a)“]“‘. 

Then using facts about Airy functions in A-S, we estimate the matrix 
elements in (4.3) by 

I 9 - rl+ (01 G cm* 0 

I aT(t)I < CN’f(a, t) 1 exp(- iu3.“)). 

I vl2+(5)1< CN-zf(u, 5) /ev(+ $43’2)1 

withf(a, <) = min(a”6, l<‘/4a - 1 I-‘,“). 
As in Paper I, we estimate the terms in (4.4) using a weighted norm for 

functions with the weight exp($u.“2) IV’ on the plus component. Using that 
idea and the above estimates on q + q-, etc.. we find that (4.5) will follow 
from 

. t(O) 
on the contour 

( “+&-li~“)=O@c). (4.6) 

Since we know that IIm/i/=O@-“) f or all n we obtain (4.6) with c = 4 
using the estimates in the table below: 

Function Near Turning Point Other Real Values Large Complex Values 

Xl O(LP3) O(1) wP/~)‘~-‘) 
(X,) - ’ w-‘i3) O(1) 0(01/r) - li3) 
Xc, O(y) o(,Ll ‘i2) o($!3~-‘:3) 

X 151 OQP’“) OCU) 
ocu”3r-7~3) 

This completes the sketch of the proof of (4.1). 
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